Pirate Kennedy de-masted
Novel Coronavirus had been predicted for a long time as it is a latest in a series of zoonotic viruses
emanating from bats. The damage has been disproportionate to the relatively low case load. The
“medicine” was newish, early expectations of developing a “vaccine” were regarded as overly optimistic,
including by Nobel Laureate Peter Doherty, and the hopes of a speedy economic recovery was described as
V or J curved, which was naïve. It has been a vicious and mutable threat if governments are slack as
Australia’s has been.
The subsequent outbreaks of the “UK variant” through to BA.5 brought the nation and eventually
governments to a standstill, with all government ignoring my “community resilience” approach, and the
National Cabinet is to be condemned as a failure in every aspect of its imputed duties.
This is a contextual map showing that Kennedy was an under-reported source of confusion and chaos in
destroying the Western Sydney economy, the corona responses and then farting around with Parliament,
Budgets and MYEFOs, and abusing my civic and property rights (the WS City Deal is at the foot of this
document):

The performance of the main Coalition actors was appalling. From a clumsy effort to evacuate Australian
citizens in Wuhan to the first stimulus cheques going out, the avoidable delay led to a loss of 1,400,000 jobs,
unfairly imposed greater debt and reduced superannuation savings, and worsened social costs and
recovery difficulties. The arts package was long-term (dithered back to Dec ’20), not so much stimulus, and
it favoured events and venues, with tradies an uncertain afterthought.
That followed the bushfire charades. Burning Koalas hit the news headlines but for different reasons when
the cameras aren’t rolling: the main threat is loss of habitat which is a Governmental failure. Then

Morrison went on to punish the communities which complained about slow and non-existent repair
cheques from promised relief funds, and most symbolic of all, the PM cancelled the pre-orders for firefighting air tankers as punishment to the fire chiefs he had been stalling for more than a year.
This is an overview of 5 years of submissions to the Coalition blunderers:

A right-wing national Member of Parliament, whose constituency borders PM Morrison’s, Craig Kelly,
defended the climate-deniers’ charter on UK TV and was bagged by Piers Morgan over inaction on
environmental threats. He was supported by the most ignorant of shock-jocks, Alan Jones, who it was that
suggested a sock be jammed down the NZ PM’s throat for talking greenie crap. (Kelly, is also a retailer of
whacky Trumpian quack virus remedies.)
Kelly and his” hard carbon” mates forced Morrison into a Zero-by-2050 without targets or stratagem. In
other words, Morrison’s had a “hard carbon” value set, slipped through press briefings dressed as a “gasled recovery”, a carbon liar.
With the majority of Australians nodding furiously with the firefighters but with the PM wafting between
“let’s make love” faux-consensus and “farmers are greenies” aggression, the righteous blaming and facts
are laying-open the entrails of a discredited Administration. Former PM Rudd has said that the Coalition
was antagonistic to inclusion of bushfire damaged zones in post-GFS stimulus, which shows a disturbing
long-term value misalignment.
On 2 Nov ’20 $187 million was announced for bushfire reconstruction and recovery, already allocated. It
emerged that 98.9% went to Coalition electorates and none to the Blue Mountains ($66 m damage). Mealy
words then came that the council had not submitted the right form – but it was a secret process.

Berejiklian had been caught allocating $250 million from her office, by only her own “authority”. Her
attitude was the same as when investigated for corruption – she shredded the documents ICAC sought.
What can public servants do? – they cannot correct an arrogant and criminally-mischievous train wreck.
The full bushfire catastrophe is recounted on this website and stimulus-stupidity.com.
Criticism of that and the corona catastrophe led to this. Tourism stimulus package was delayed – to just be
announced, not started – until 23 July! Even then, the Prime Minister snookered himself from achieving the
best outcomes for our most harmed sectors, with another set of failed processes. In order to avoid dealing
with the analyst, he favoured his ego over the National Interest and cancelled SME food and
accommodation stimulus.
Morrison and Frydenberg increasingly dressed up their 2020 in hallucinogenic terms:
•

they started with a sound economy; when the economy was faltering through 2019, the need for
“stimulus” was openly debated from the middle of the year and Morrison was paralysed

•

they acted decisively; when they dithered, made mistakes, had no plan – indeed, the three waves of
“stimulus” (misnomer) came on 12, 20 and 30 March, the media not noticing the inherent confusion,
but I did in real time and Frydenberg obviously panicked

•

the big tranche on 30 March was obviously disorganised; it quickly fell apart as the authors had
eschewed a broader roadmap, a plan, as I published, and gave appearance that there was no
coherent logic to the Morrison Government’s meanderings, a characteristic of the behaviour during
the bushfire and rorts imbroglios. It was $60 billion out and a corrections package had to be
announced Because they refused to listen, the authors also did not refer to this analyst’s webmails
to the PM, the saga set out stage-by-stage at www.sydneybetrayals.me and stimulus-stupidity.com,
and the in-depth critiques of the Budget and MYEFO refusals by Morrison, Frydenberg and Kennedy
to apply “budget repair” to the wider range of previous blunders, at
sydneyimprovementpolitics.com.

The following has been left in the current tense due to my eye problems > exhausted eyes.
The NSW Cabal misappropriated OECD and IMF “conclusions” without understanding the substantive
content. Whichever way you look at it, Bairdijiklian Malenomics is a BIG LIE waiting to be uncovered. Tim
Wilson MP said this in his Maiden Speech (but seems to act the opposite, especially in relation to abusing
the relatively more successful Labor Premier of Victoria and travel and trading restrictions under COVID riskreduction regimes):
I have watched with frustration as small politics too often has stifled tackling the big challenges ahead
of us. I do not love the game of politics. My interest is public policy and how we secure this country's
promise for future generations, and it is time to have some honest conversations. Cynicism pervades
modern political life, but the best way we can combat that cynicism is to act with integrity. Australians
need to see their parliamentarians act with conviction.
He chairs(ed) Parliament’s Economics Committee. It would have possibly saved lives had his Committee
reviewed Corona approaches early in the crisis. Morrison has pinched that as he routinely does, the (blank).
Remember OECD’s dictum to reduce unproductive activities, add that it is vital that we do not pass onto
future generations the avoidable burden of Berejiklian’s obsession with debt.
She (Perrottet) is charging on with the Rozelle and Metro engineering catastrophes, meaning dreadful
contingent liabilities, with Labor looking on mute, and with the WS City Deal even though it is the
greatest planning mistake in Australian history and will de-energise the Illawarra, SW and West subregions, the east-west and even N/S freight movements, the Aerotropolis and Parramatta CBD.
OECD in particular provides a framework for proper assessment of the “repair” needed after the 2019
bushfires but the Government was confused and hurtful. The same is happening again. Turnbull/Morrison

had reversed the Charter of Budget Honesty theme and fused their politics with NSW’s Premier
Berejiklian’s. She had squashed Nick Greiner’s reforms there in June 2012, and her “malenomics” was
absorbed into the federal platform. (Greiner had been the Liberal Party’s greatest Premier and was
inaugural chair of Infrastructure NSW (iNSW) with the task of reversing the previous Labor state
government’s “planning fiascos” by locating decisionmaking nearer to communities, not in backrooms.)
Quite a mess has resulted, including in aged care and the economy.
The retrospective story was by Paul Kelly and Dennis Shanahan in The Australian on April Fools’ Day, 1 April –
see below.
The crisis came out
of a series of nothilarious mistakes
by Frydenberg as
2019 and 2020
rolled on.

The thesis here is that that “gifting” culture, which includes executive de-skilling
and journalistic churnalism, effectively neutered Australia’s chances of
minimising the impacts of the Novel Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19). Now the
challenge is to repair the blunders and accelerate “improvement stimulus”
which will see Australia becoming more equitable, more prosperous, and cleaner
and safer to live in. PM Morrison’s smugness is false bravado: he has not yet
started genuine stimulus.
Treasurer Frydenberg will not listen and continues blunders in straight lines. It’s
worse than that, Frydenberg was confronted with a 2019 Malenomics package
and cancelled MYEFO, deferred the Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2
weeks of Parliament, and deceived himself into more “gifting” tranches. “The
Emperor has no clothes”. That they got further into trouble was no surprise but
that they oppose repair of their blunders is catastrophic. Industry groups are
Big Business and disregard SMEs. Local government has a potential role but is
excluded.
The Governments ignore, even suppress, the solutions which the Australian
people should have the opportunity to understand and discuss, including new
budgetary processes to assist with “targeted and proportionate” (which the
Government has been unable to achieve).
Most recipients will be aware of the reasons why I am pursuing the theft of my
Intellectual Property and the “improvement” of infrastructure and community
engagement:
•
•

the first so I can use my money to achieve great things in society,
the latter to emulate he greatest generation of reformers in our history,
the world’s leading municipal body, the Sydney Reform Council of 190012.

These links will give you ready access to the information you might need:
•

•

Plagiarism and unfair, unAustralian treatment, Baird and Turnbull being
the first leaders to condone depriving a citizen of the right to earn a living
and nourish his family –
• The destruction of “due diligence”, incredible waste in the cities + poor
delivery of infrastructure where it is needed
o ports and Inland Rail
o fast rail, metros and trams
o growth areas
o congestion zones
Unfair and ineffective taxation – value capture that does not work, no auditable municipal bonds, weak
and variable “incentives”

“The Book” addressed Josh Frydenberg’s performance and behaviour but not in isolation from NSW and the
previous Treasurer Morrison.
Kennedy has been a primary author of “The Suppression of Innovation”. PM Turnbull and virtually every
minister then and since has emphasised how important innovation is – for me,
•

to reduce waste in “the city” while speeding-up smart ideas, and

•

re-balance population and employment opportunities.& to save lives; and the impediments to that,
being the people and processes including in the Coalition Governments in Canberra and Sydney & the
National Cabinet and NCC which cause us grief.

Morrison and his captive media were increasingly corrupt through leakage of stimulus funding to his client
groups. They violently rejected “repair” which is intrinsic to OECD’s and IMF’s mantras.
Frydenberg postponed a budget, cancelled a formal Mid-Year statutory review, deferred Parliament,
cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, snuck in a faux mid-year review and then butchered-up a budget, all
because he could not face my progressive and intensifying criticisms and better options.
As well, Morrison ran away from me 9 times which has grown into public hilarity (see toon above).As for
well-planned (Morrison kept lying “of course we had a plan”), the chronology tells a different story:
mayhem on the docks and at the airports, a false contact app, a co-ordination body that was clueless and
which was wiped out when I challenged the Frydenberg package in mid-July, leaving a leadership vacuum at
all levels of government, and idiotic laissez-faire in quarantine and general domestic travel non-restrictions:
January: Wuhan, PM
wants $1,000 pp
January: first case,
flight from Wuhan
PM: herd immunity,
vaccine, U or V recovery
PM does NOT connect
the dots: does not act or
prepare, does not “plan”
Berejiklian lets in 4
cruise liners in midMarch
NSW outbreaks in aged
care from 11/4
May - School
closedowns start on
spot basis
PM agrees restrictions
must be imposed

PM and all Ministers & most medicos - “download app”, immediately doubted and later proven so, but they kept lying.
Lack of a planning framework meant major risk and harm groups were forgotten and/or ignored when the gap was realised – aged
facilities being the major example, how many suffered excruciating pain and death unnecessarily >>>>

Wild use of terms and labels (as in
economics) – confusing & dispiriting

Gibbons circulates case
studies & methodological
critiques. PM is waning

Confusion on role of
medicos – slow action
Vs their urgency
Premiers pushed closure of
non-essential businesses,
schools stayed open. PM
creates National Cabinet on
25/3
PM: listen to your
Premier
Berejiklian – worse
thing would be to have
to re-close businesses
Panic waves of Fed
random payment
schemes in March,
States move
independently

Key dates: Pubs closed on 23 March, reopened on 1 June, were curtailed by area
closedowns and border restrictions,
especially by Berejiklian

PM creates NCCC on
25/3 under Gaetjens
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After 6 months, Morrison & Berejiklian succeed
In creating confusion and distress

6 July – NSW & Vic agree to
close their border, CBD &
suburban lockdowns multiply.
Schools opening & closing like
an Advent card
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On 18/7 PM cancels 2 weeks of
Parliament on spurious grounds
(ref economics sheet)
PM wipes out NCCC after RG’s
attacks on ineptness – should
have done the reverse
Morrison still allowing inbound
flights w/o testing
4 August Morrison rejects,
wavers then announces
Pandemic Leave. Borders
closing harder, Berejiklian
wrecks Murray River Zone

It is still “blundering within the Bubble” – no
plan, no analyses and numbers, no
understanding of reality & empiricism, no
acceptance of the best advice, nothing but
disgrace, waste, cronyism and cruelty

A year-plus later there are still “shops” and households living in tents, on the South Coast of NSW – they
had had the temerity to complain about slowness and his Hawaii sojourn when Morrison visited and was
heckled, and when they defeated Morrison’s candidate when a by-election was held to replace a legendary
but sick Labor MP.

Wuhan, PM
$1,000 pp

THE
NSW
CABAL
PRIME MINISTER’S
BUBBLE

Morrison, Frydenberg and Berejiklian learnt
nothing from their endless series of blunders,
leading to Berejiklian having an international trade
fair after her December Budget, telling massive
porkies which the media missed, and Morrison
lying to President-elect Biden and to OECD about
his “hard carbon” obsession and hatred of
“greenies and lefties”.

TWO FUSED
EXCLUSION (or
PROTECTED) ZONES – in
“the BUBBLE”
• ‘Client” interests e.g.
metro financiers &
corporates,
Transurban, own
Party fund-raising
• Planning directions

NSW PREMIER’S
BUBBLE
Measurable waste
& lost opportunities from
Sydney Cronyism inflicted on
the whole nation

• Financial allocations
to directions &
projects

Rorting got worse not lessor, with Berejiklian
telling all and sundry that “everybody does it”; but
Morrison’s diversion of bushfire repair funds into
Party cronies’ war chests was obscene and
disgusting.

• Tin Soldiers involved
• Locales to be hit e.g.
Nth Parra, Newcastle
• People to hurt: critics,
OPTIONS

WA, Queensland and Victoria expressed frustration at Berejiklian’s attacks on them and her blatant illdiscipline behind the innerwest and Northern Beaches outbreaks apart from her earlier arrogance over 4
cruise ships and innumerable flights in.
That includes the first trans-Tasman flight which had 445 passengers which has still not been explained –
which is her modus operandi – stuff the public interest, I am the queen of all I purvey. Morrison was
obsessed with her and annoyed all Australia by rabbiting-on that she is the “gold standard” when she was
leaden if not clay-footed.
Outbreaks have continued as I predicted and as
the goons denied. They had been wrong at every
point and are discredited.
The Bullshit Zone
12 March 1st tranche: $17.6 b
First cash outflows – 1 May!!!

24 March, Gibbons’
Internal conflicts reached obscene
levels due to
“Budget Deception 2016first case,
’20”:
13% of Govt
Murdoch’s
intervention;
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irresponsible, and (2) Fed and State
Treasuries
had been
a rational process
and Health administrations
failed
to
prepare
for
22 March 2nd tranche: $66 b,
24 April Morrison
the inevitable
and
horrible.
All
escaped
nd
included 2 pension
admitted to substantial
supplement (RG
priority,
accountability
but
mustAus
not – they
must
come
errors
in previous
still
c
30%
short
of
UK
level),
package,
introduced
before the bar of public opinion as
well of the a
revised one
including “regions” which
Parliaments.
McCormack frittered away as
in previous rort schemes.
Tourism deferred to 23 July

Morrison & Frydenberg again
showed their fear of Gibbons’
exposures by delaying the
Budget to October,
restricting Parliamentary
sessions and cancelling two
weeks of them, and deferring
the tourism package – the
Casuals– to 23 July
highest priority
23 July, Morrison
announced his response* to
stimulus funding:
• Tourism was invisible, RG had
blocked it but Morrison cared
more for his ego than for
corporates & workers
• Social payments to be
“tapered” – still not scalable
• Self-certification by employers
which was in RG’s scheme –
plagiarism was raised but not
answered
* Again
he said it maybe
was not ready, 2
Wind-0ut
days from launch

PM is still “blundering
within the Bubble” – no
plan, no analyses and
numbers, no understanding
of reality & empiricism

Situation after 6 months:
• No food & accommodation,
and arts & recreation stimulus
• Housing scheme favours highvalue jobs = longer term and
wealthier clients
• Childcare came to an end but
Govt refused to look at
targetted voucher option
which remains needed
• No scheme of incentives for
SME revival, instead
Berejiklian is free to wreck
border zone economies
• National Cabinet has been
kept away from “plan” and
my matters and its health
conclusions are ignored when
the crap hits the propeller
• No rationale for defining red
zones and border curtilages –
Berejiklian is reckless
• Moral wounds unhealed so
PM guaranteed hostile
criticism of his every move
• SMEs are afeard of
uncertainty and Morrison is
still fixated on loans
• Morrison yelled no at
Pandemic leave, dithered
under pressure, than smiled at
saying yes
• PM avoiding Ruby Princess
inquiry

The ways to improve
“governance” and
medico-economic
outcomes have been
described in detail in
my report, they are
“ready to go” for
informed discussion.

Positive measures

Degree of
Stimulation

However, Morrison’s
refusal to adopt
carbon targets and to
include climate
change mitigation in
“stimulus”, are
fundamental barriers
to Australia’s
credibility
in the world.

•

$20 billion commitment to SMEs

•

Youth employment

•

Reversal of debt obsession under duress

•

Tax cuts

•

Lie abt SME support – malice re food &
accommodation, arts & recreation, education
& others as in OECD

•

Corruption of National Cabinet

•

Rejection of great ideas including Goanna
Transit Bridge, Bondi Beach & Syd Uni
expressnets, and Local Govt revitalisation

•

Continuation of catastrophic NSW mistakes

Negative & wasteful
measures

Ethical & Moral Failures
• Theft of i deas being used
• Misogyny & abuse
• Breaches of c odes &
protocols inc luding
lobbyist conflic ts

Ø Rozelle congestion entanglement & Nthn
Beaches impossible tollway
Ø Metros’ intrinsic capacity strangulation
which is unsustainable – must be paused
& re-planned via strategic process

The theory is that soundly-based infrastructure projects will employ people now but also boost productivity
in the future.
Fat chance in Australia, there is no “pipeline” up-and-down process hierarchy in place, where iA is a
miserable failure. Not one of Berejiklian’s madcap schemes will produce a positive benefits ratio over costs.
All will drain education, health and other budgets as far as we can see (past 2056 according to the 2017
Treasury Intergenerational Report). Morrison and Frydenberg burnt its economic recovery when they
rejected this document in May/June 2020:

The sad history of how
Corona was not avoided

Case studies of blunders
that waste >
$40,000,000,000

PM Morrison’s avoidance
of his own values

Options that would have
saved > 800,000 jobs

Did the ATO help?

Catherine Rampell in the Washington Post delivered an excellent analysis of the dilemma facing America,
not coincidentally Australia as well, here is an extract:
Right now, stimulus design faces a fundamental trade-off between flexibility and accountability.
On the one hand: We’re facing a historic economic crisis, born of a bungled public health crisis. The pace at
which households and businesses are confronting financial ruin might be unprecedented. There is an urgent
need to get money to both groups as quickly as possible. The more conditions placed on this financial aid — for
instance, who can qualify for emergency loans, or what they must do to have loans eventually forgiven — the
longer it will take to vet recipients and get money out the door.

On the other hand: When giving away trillions in taxpayer dollars, there should be some basic safeguards and
transparency to make sure funds are not misused. The White House and Senate Republicans have essentially
been asking for the administration to be granted a $500 billion slush fund — with almost no meaningful checks
on how that money gets distributed or any visibility into who benefits.
… this is an administration that has abused its power time and again, doling out favours to friends and
attempting to weaponize other authorities (antitrust, government procurement, Transportation
Security Administration screening) against perceived enemies. It’s reasonable to worry whether Mar-aLago members might be unusually big beneficiaries, while blue states get short shrift.
As 2019 progressed, there was considerable discussion about the need for a second set of economic stimuli
based on Australia’s successful approach to the GFC. Morrison was paranoid about not being seen as a
new (Labor PM) Kevin Rudd. He and Frydenberg have even tried to retrospectively excuse their tardiness
by sating the economy was in a strong state – it wasn’t.
Of that first round George Megalogenis wrote “Let the debate on our nation's future begin” (OCTOBER 20,
2012).
George was the gun economic and financial journalist on Murdoch’s The Australian flagship – a truly
formidable man. Chris Mitchell was Murdoch’s editor in chief and also formidable, he and I had two strong
conversations. Mitchell rejected me then George. These undertakings would have been made in good faith
but The Aus has gone in the opposite direction since under two uninspiring successors to Mitchell:
The complexity of economic and political life since the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008 has
triggered a bizarre search for simplicity from our leaders. The scare campaign on the carbon tax
from Tony Abbott; the pursuit of surplus at any cost by Wayne Swan and Penny Wong are
reinforcing mantras that seem to tell the policy community "your nuance is a waste of my, and the
voter's time".
Expect a robust debate on tax reform. The big spending gestures from Labor, and the alternatives
being pursued by the Coalition, involve policy generated from the commonwealth, but the delivery
is a matter for the states.
Treasury has been warning both tiers of government that the revenue is not coming back. Neither
side of politics will want the GST mentioned, but we can't see how this issue can be avoided any
longer.
Australia isn't suffering a deficit of ideas. Our difficulty comes when we argue over them. For too
long, governments and vested interests have assumed there can be only one winner: themselves.
But we may all have to give up something in return for a new reform consensus.
The Australian is embarking on two initiatives to encourage a deeper conversation. First, our
regular economic and social outlook conference with the Melbourne Institute will be held on
November 1 and 2. The theme is "Securing the Future: How Australia Can Thrive in a Volatile World"
…. Expect a robust debate on tax reform. The big spending gestures from Labor, and the
alternatives being pursued by the Coalition, involve policy generated from the commonwealth, but
the delivery is a matter for the states. Treasury has been warning both tiers of government that the
revenue is not coming back. Neither side of politics will want the GST mentioned, but we can't see
how this issue can be avoided any longer.
Rudd went straight for posts, fences and gates – shovel-ready. There were avoidable deaths as inexperienced
NSW ex-pats he had brought in bungled roof asbestos, but schools and like worked conspicuously well. Later
Turnbull//Morrison rules failed due to non-delivery of roads and denying OECD etc. Abbott was world-class as
an attack dog but had no solutions. Now for a quick update on context:

The Australian continued with
business leaders’ involvement but
the sessions became strident
demands for more spending, not
more intelligent planning and
management, growing as Turnbull
and Morrison moved from budgetdriven spending into gifting wishlists called “pipelines” where the
buckets had the names of
consultants on them. They are
now without nous and willingness
to get off the public teat. So
George was wrong in that
respect, effectively. Australia
was short of ideas especially in
Morrison’s sanctum where the
political appointees are proven blunderers.
Above is the convoluted sequence from “budgetting” to “gifting” which no journalist has been willing to
cover, to date.
PRECONDITIONS

CATALYSTS

BATH WATER
TEMPERATURE

RESULTS

DILEMMAS

CONSEQUENCES

Mediocrity led to
National Cabinet
Turnbull’s gifting led to Media downplayed
Consequences
failed: SA borders
inadequate projects e.g. the downside of the rorts, bushfire and
• 1.6 m or so jobs lost
Corona damage
open, Qld closed,
controversies,
• 1.7 m paid more Expulsion of Greiner Inland Rail and CLARA
Vic spreading, NSW
focussing on
wasted on JobKeeper
Even obvious options
in 2012 led to debt
Stacking political
no discipline
personality not
• $>750 m wasted on
were missed out of
obsession as
appointees into
realpolitik
childcare - $3 billion
ignorance e.g.
projects were
silos neutered
NCCC was poorly
over only 3 mths
Plagiarism:
RG aware
unremunerative
vouchers for
professional advice
formulated and
• WS City Deal neuters
of realpolitik and
childcare
e.g.
WS
City
Deal
Concerns abt China re
cannot deliver most
Ports, commuting &
pulled media along
Darwin & Huawei
of the stimulus
Similarly the defects
re-balance of jobs &
Cabinet and Party
essentials
Hiding rorts has
Ignorance of
now evident were
residences
rooms + Party
caused genuine
“continental warming” officials dominated
caused by the sloppy
• NCCC off track
PM & Deputy PM CoSs
anger in the media
& fear of greenies
“dinner” mindset in
by fear of more
are both ex-mining
the closed room
caused national and
dissent and now
lobbyists and pulled in
Growing
knowledge
international anger
largely side-stepped
Engineering & financial
Nev Power who has no
that next major bat
Reality is Morrison
errors mean Health
“revival”
experience
Rorts were a
$100 b over 10 years
virus was overdue delayed cash support
budgets impacted,
product of longwas not believable &
but no research or
from 1/3 to 1/5,
C 300 deaths – how many
WestConnex & Metros
term degradation
Treasurer’s continued
re-stocking of PPE
causing most of the would have been saved if due MUST be paused and reof governance
refs are seen as lies,
loss of 1.6 m jobs
diligence had survived here
planned
systems, that is
RBA confused, “repair”
via CSL if not in the USA
what the media
refused by Frydenberg
refused to hear
& Gaetjens /Kennedy
Plagiarisms started
2008 til now

On 25 May’20 this email was sent to Ministers in the Morrison Government, it set the pace:
Nev and his fertiliser plan and gas pipelines are not “within the next few months” and are to be
referred to a reformed iA.
NCCC is not to duplicate work and it is, repair has been written out and NCCC has failed already
to be independent enough to “repair”.
So here are three immediate ideas I have not shared with Nev and am passing on this platform
for copyright reasons:
1.

Pressure put on families and institutions through Zoom needs 1) subsidies for download
limits & costs, backdated, and 2) upgrades in homes and institutions

2. Best integrated stimulus is $2 billion for van parks for road and drainage upgrades but not
under wastrels McCormack or Barilaro : pavements, drains and GPTs - obvious, duh
3. 3rd pensioner payment to take us to the US level (I forced the 2nd)

Can PM Morrison listen? Seems not. I wish he could.
He steals these and …, Nev is not experienced in these matters and has alienated me so far, not
smart.
On Corona, the same masthead has Professor Peter van Onselen as Contributing Editor and he has written
the finest pieces of all on the cycles of “rorting”, which is gifting within the political circles, and Corona
accountabilities. (The best piece on the underlying dynamics was by the Fairfax’s Deborah Snow”, “Has
Australia’s coronavirus response been too slow off the mark”, 20 March 2020.)
PVO’s “we have those colour-coded spreadsheets from the sports rorts saga. I assume the government won’t
allocate necessary health assistance and expenditure in a similar way: targeting marginal seats and favouring
its own electorates. If the government ﬁnds that suggestion offensive, too bad. It has form” came apart when
bushfire relief funds were so gifted and Berejiklian raised the bar to dizzy heights with $250 million in one
go from her office. He has praised Morrison’s approach to be more credible while acknowledging the
realities on 8 August ’20 in “Coronavirus: We’ve made mistakes, but it might have been worse”.
His points included:
•

While many who are simply trying to cope with the situation are supportive of the efforts of the
state government, others are highly critical of Premier Daniel Andrews. Failures of hotel quarantine
seemingly caused this second wave, and structural problems in Victorian health have meant that
the contact tracing system has been second rate. At first glance these are state government letdowns. But the situation isn’t that simple.

•

I have written before about the culpability of the commonwealth in these failures, even if the state
government has mismanaged its affairs. Quarantining is explicitly defined as a commonwealth
power according to section 51 (ix) of the Constitution. The fact it has become a shared responsibility
between tiers of government doesn’t change that.

•

The bottom line is the commonwealth has the power to run quarantining but allowed states to do it
in the name of pragmatism. Attempts to thereafter lambaste Victoria for using security guards
ignores three things: the commonwealth had the power to insist on a different approach and didn’t;

•

the notice period the Victorian government was given to facilitate large-scale hotel quarantining
was minimal; and security guards did the same work in Western Australia, where no such failures
eventuated. So yes, the Victorian government wears the blame for the hotel quarantine mistakes,
but context matters.

•

And while Victoria’s health structures have contributed to inadequate contact tracing, so have the
deficiencies with the COVIDSafe app. That was a commonwealth initiative, one we initially were told
was “vital” to containing any potential second wave.

•

Yet long before hotel quarantine failures pushed Melbourne to the brink, the COVIDSafe app was
revealed to be an underwhelming tool — and an expensive one at that, riddled with glitches that
still haven’t been fixed. (NB how prescient was that.)

•

If Australia’s political system matched New Zealand’s unitary structure, the federal government
could have done what it liked on this score. Where would we be then? Most likely the second wave
currently contained to Victoria would be a national disaster, with the assistance other states are
providing Victoria drying up as each jurisdiction looked after itself.

•

This would have stretched resources in a way that would have increased death rates and reduced
the capacity of contact tracing, just for starters. Then we have to consider how much worse the
economic fallout would be. Sliding doors.

•

NSW never closed its borders the way other states did, because Premier Gladys Berejiklian is close
to Morrison and preferred not to defy him.

I disagree on the last point, my observation of the chronology is that Berejiklian led, from Ruby Princess on.
Morrison struggled to build a pathway of lies to cover her tracks.
Try this for size as an initial and genuine opinion that was lost in the wash of moolah:
WSROC: The proposed Badgerys Creek airport is ... only expected to deliver a fraction of the jobs the
region needs (around 60,000 jobs over the next 30 years). In the past, a passive approach to jobs
creation, including the release of employment lands, has not been effective in generating the required
density and diversity of employment the region needs; and therefore is unlikely to do so in the future.
Gibbons: the employment imbalance between eastern and western Sydney – 300,000 jobs growing to
double that fairly quickly - which leads to road and rail over-loading, public and private costs (including
toll imposts), and inefficiency in the logistics, transport, waste, land use development and
infrastructure investment communities. Only an Inland Rail Bridge that gives Sydney access to
Brisbane’s and Melbourne’s Ports via Parkes, with about 40 million TEU capacity in Intermodal
Terminals in Western Sydney, will ensure Sydney’s overall economic viability.
Angus Taylor was Turnbull’s Assistant Minister for Cities and he screwed up the City Deals and went on to
perpetuate the “hard carbon” war chest. He asked me to meet him in a rural setting to explain why I was
screaming at “congestion bustin’” and the pipeline distortions, here is what blanched his face when I
handed it to him – stop doing bad things and do good things! ~
Build new
Harbour
Crossing
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impediments
& errors
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to iAust
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I single-handedly destroyed Turnbull and Morrison on this and they have not paid a brass razoo for my
efforts, so I’m hunting them for justice. I achieve national change which no journalist can claim to have
done.
The last genuinely professional journalism produced by Fairfax Sydney mastheads (not regionals and trade
media, the shining exception being Jack Waterford) on these topics was, I suggest, done by Linton Besser
and Andrew West in the last 2000s.
See Matt O’Sullivan on Constance’s “cough up” call to Morrison, and Matt Wade and Shane Wright:
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/the-media-masquerade and

https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/staples-%26-glazebrook-duds. Another Herald error:
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/labor-%26-coalition-vft
Since, the Herald has run a few op-eds on WestConnex and the Metros, periodically, but otherwise has not
achieved any “balance” or “fact checking” of note. On the contrary, it has excluded “Save Sydney” as well
as Greiner’s SIS 2012, and distorted community understanding through:
1.

Putting a positive spin on the personalities and politics of Berejiklian and Constance, leading to the
absurd conclusion at NSW Election time that “she has every right to be proud” of her infrastructure
achievements

2. Denying the community of accepted standards of journalistic research Vs “Need to know”
3. Failed to reveal an unprecedented level of lies and deceit by Federal and NSW “political appointees”
and cronies, including plagiarism – see links in next bullet
4. Lack of any sense of reality about system and project planning and financing – it is all about “shiny
toys” Vs https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/ia-insw-warnings-%26-alerts and
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/bairdijiklian-big-lies on iA and Greiner etc
5. Governance naivete e.g. off-Budget and sub tabula “gifting” and potential associated corruption
e.g. $100 million to cronies to prepare a PR brochure at St Marys.
Only the Daily Telegraph addressed such issues, through an op ed commissioned by Joe Hildebrand by me
and the famous “Liberal Bromance” piece by Andrew Clennell, both in 2012 – and not much else since
except at Budget times. It is otherwise as resistant as are the Herald and Fin.
See https://sydneybetrayals.me/decapitation-of-greiner-in-insw/.
All of the tram cases featured Berejiklian’s extreme cruelty to community and disregard for economic logic
but they cannot ne discussed here except to say that the Greens supporters in the ABC and SMH held sway
and thereby wrecked the Sydney CBD in many ways. Labor wrecked Parramatta Road’s planning by getting
the BRT formula wrong (they called them trackless trams, duh). This aged passage is an indicator:
the Westmead to Carlingford tramway started as a semi-sensible regional approach supported
by $100 million in feasibility studies - wasted, to an obsessive Ministerial desire to sterilise the
incredibly important Parra-to-Epping rail link with a thought bubble-driven by real estate
speculation. Its new EIS has too many redacted numbers.
Damage to the local competitive position and tax base, the loss of quality and cost-effective
transit to the Second Airport, and Christie/Greiner mainline upgrading logic, is immeasurable. It
is also unfunded, with a quasi-Benefit Cost Analysis that is full of holes and vapid hopes of
voluntary contributions which didn’t work in London – and why would they work here?
Then Minister Berejiklian capriciously chose Devonshire St as the Surry Hills passageway
without realising it didn’t run through. She ignored protests from the resident action group
and Sydney Lord Mayor and smashed through blocks of flats. She is unlikely to be swayed by
NPRAG’s objections no matter how valid.
The Four Pillars of Democracy (on website) include a vigorous and professional Fourth Estate. Both Labor
and Coalition governments have had concerns at the treatment they have received: the PM recently
complained to the ABC about the usually exemplary Dr Norman Swan. Premier Wran once withdrew all
classified ads from the SMH.
Three conclusions have been drawn from a decade of my battling with reality:
1.

The issues in this pamphlet, on my websites and in my forthcoming books have not been covered –
deliberately - in any media silos

2. The media probably do not have the skills and experience to properly cover the issues including
waste and intergenerational sustainability, without my work, and

3. The media are largely blind to ethical and professional standards – only one journalist has
acknowledged the corrupt plagiarism I have suffered, which is being extended by Morrison through
a year of reiterative absorption of my “public affairs” IP over stimulus economics.
Every line mentioned below has been documented on the four websites or in onlineopinion etc.
On the “shortage of ideas”, the Business Council refused to support my successful efforts to protect
Murray River SMEs and when I fiercely challenged them, all they could go was issue a call for submissions
on “the 10 best ideas”. Hopeless.
Generally the Australian and its state siblings have fallen into line with the Malenomic thinking and
embraced the “dog whistling” to a disgraceful degree through non-journalist but Hard Carbon Peta Credlin
(former chief of staff to extreme right wing PM Tony Abbott), and Rachel Baxendale as well as radio hosts
on 2GB and even the ABC. A particularly despicable public distortion followed my attacks on Frydenberg’s
March ’20 lunacies (NB I have been spot on with logic throughout and he has been 100% off-beam):
Paul Kelly and Dennis Shanahan in The Australian on April Fools’ Day, 1 April ~
The principles for the $130 billion wage subsidy scheme were settled on the evening of Thursday, March
26, in Scott Morrison’s office over dinner. The Prime Minister, Josh Frydenberg and Finance Minister
Mathis Cormann were in the room; Treasury Secretary Steven Kennedy and deputy Jenny Wilkinson
attended by screen…. They agreed on the basics … consideration of the wage subsidy package began
“in earnest” after the second stimulus package had been announced. It was in keeping with Morrison’s
agenda of first setting up a safety net before moving to the broader economy-saving measures.
Morrison and the Treasurer were fully aware of the deficiencies of British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson’s scheme. On March 21, the day before the second fiscal package was announced, Treasury
had given Frydenberg a brief …
Three specific business leaders were in the final round, with not one being cognisant of the needs of SMEs.
The theme and details were echoed by Phil Coorey, the political editor of the Financial Review, on the same
day, reflecting a whitewash exercise by Frydenberg, who got a free run from such media. The account was
fictional i.e. all lies as the next charts showed (not here, on sydneyimprovementpolitics.com).
The authors explained that various people had been consulted in the interim (seems to have only been Big
Business and the hapless ACTU) and that Labor’s Greg Combet was brought in to engage the unions.
Morrison is said to have been adamantly opposed to the UK scheme, especially as he had ruled-out wage
subsidies up to that point (undermining the Kelly/Shanahan/Coorey line). The “safety net” reference is a
furphy as the true safety net covering workers and small businesses was on 30 March.
This was complete deception of the Australian community and even the media. It was matched by
Berejiklian’s trade show after her 2020 Budget which is a vile misstatement of infrastructure priorities and
her thefts of my IP.
Taking the evolution of the Turnbull/Morrison/Frydenberg junta, and developing the analogy to see if it fits,
the Tin Soldier analogy emerged (see chronologies and flow charts) ~
•

Malcolm Turnbull was the dominant male who said he acted in concert with his wife, Lucy Turnbull,
who was conterminously a NSW public servant in the areas that Turnbull was inclined to gift. In
their respective areas, both might be regarded as jacks-in-a-box as with Baird and Berejiklian

•

Scott Morrison had been a mechanistic Minister for Immigration and became Treasurer, he acted in
concert with his chief of staff Philip Gaetjens. Morrison was Abbott's and Turnbull's Tin Soldier,
Gaetjens the Paper Doll, maybe

•

Josh Frydenberg was Turnbull's Environment Minister who engineered the controversial $444
million gift to the Great Barrier Reef Foundation, where he was Tin Soldier, leading to fostering

Gaetjens and both enacting, without demur, Morrison's extension of Turnbull's gifting, making Josh
a second-order Constable Tin Soldier. He was a pivot in Morrison’s ascension to PM under torrid
circumstances
•

Philip Gaetjens was head of the Department of PM & Cabinet, having been Morrison’s chief of staff
previously in treasury then head of Treasury, and had the National COVID-19 Coordination
Commission within his Department, without a Budget line in the Corona Bills brought before
Parliament on 23 March (its creation was announced two days later but surely it didn’t come out of
a brainsnap on the 24th!)

•

Stephen Kennedy had moved from being PM Turnbull’s special friend who engineered the
disastrous WS City Deal, when the head of Infrastructure, Mike Mrdak, said publicly that if you
wanted to have a good idea killed, send to the PM’s - kaput. He was a Morrison favourite so he was
moved back, to head up Treasury, where he’d worked before

•

Morrison loved a polished presentation coal lump when he was proselytising carbon reliance in
Parliament, so John Kunkel, coal polisher, became head of Morrison’s office - yes, simple minds.
(The Deputy PM’s chief of staff also had been a coal lobbyist.)

•

Dr Kerry Schott was a perennial insider but notably was on the Board of Infrastructure Partnerships
Australia which argued for and on iA which approved and NSW Treasury Corp which was owed
money from the Moorebank Intermodal Terminal, which she chaired. The project started without a
logistics plan by then Minister Albanese against the opposition of the local State MP who ended up
as personal partner to Mayor of Sutherland Shire and President of the NSW Liberal Party, Kent
Johns. She did major energy jobs for the Coalition, with distinguished competence but the four
levels of conflict were extraordinary.

None of this could happen if there was integrity in the key offices, but Morrison and Frydenberg (and
Berejiklian and Turnbull) swopped the protagonists around. Here are some further salient points:
•

NSW then Federal Governments coached journalists into mute acceptance of obviously-erroneous
reports and processes

•

Treasury failed to force Transport to reduce the 60% of major projects which lack details in its
Budget and Appropriations (noted by Greiner)

•

Governments sidelined experts and did not act on professional protocols, including reducing
bushfire risks and failing to heed the inevitability of successive zoonoses – the COVID-19
catastrophe is regarded as having been avoidable had wiser heads been in charge of US and
Australian Governments in particular

•

Baird in 2008 and Berejiklian, PMs Turnbull and Morrison and political appointees in Infrastructure,
Treasury, Greater Sydney Commission and PMC stole this analyst’s Intellectual Property to a gross
extent, refusing restitution, thus sabotaging their own credibility and political credence – continued
through all stimulus stages and ongoing until Savings to be gained from proper procedures are very
significant – a minimum of $30 billion since Greiner was forced out in 2012 including the 2nd Harbour
Crossing which was out of priority order and unnecessary had the Hurstville-to-Strathfield line been
included as urged in Bedrock. (That that orbital now has nominally snuck in the back door is
shameful but typical of an intellectually bereft Government.) The Crossing only gained primary
political ranking because of Berejiklian’s 2012 NW Tunnel blunder (and Government and media lack
of awareness).

•

iA admitted that “The implications of poor practice are substantial. Research completed by the
University of Melbourne’s Next Generation Engagement Project has found that around $20 billion in
infrastructure projects have been delayed, cancelled or mothballed due to community opposition over
the past decade”. That is superficial and Grattan have put a higher cost on the effects of poor
engineering and managerial practices including the lack of pre-planning (cf WestConnex, ES tram,
Bankstown and all metros, and Parra tramways.

In important cases, the media have delivered misinformation, even deceit, and not one has given “balance”
when requested. This covers really important topics like infrastructure pipelines, where Dr Lowe of the RBA
has blundered and Phil Coorey of the AFR wandered (both on Insiders), as the lack of due diligence
undermines “off-Budget” and low-interest strategies. It includes ignoring plagiarism and the whole “better
options” lacunae.
Media intelligence and vigour are needed for a sound economy as well as healthy democracy. This
exploded in the SMH on 20 April ’20 in “Second wave of mega projects 'silver bullet' to reviving NSW
economy”, by Tom Rabe and Matt O'Sullivan. Both had been warned over a period of months and years
that errors and exclusions had material impacts on Sydney and me. Two themes of MOS’s mistakes are
critical – one Metros, the other WestConnex. That they proceeded with that piece, which can only be
described as churnalistic garbage, as set out below, indicates suppression of the public interest, in my view
as long maintained.
The following are examples of how politicians’ manipulation of the media – versus the Australian’s
Editorial, “Spinning Gladys Berejiklian into Wonderland” and a previous one on Turnbull as a town mayor,
and the WashPost’s many pieces on Trump’s and Fox Media’s misbehaviour –materially damage our
society. This is a matter of shame – the ego-imperatives overriding the public interest.
Daily Telegraph:
false report on
Metro Business
Case

•
•
•

•
•
ABC: false
portrayals of
Blue Mountains
City crisis re
rates, housing
affordability, fire
risks, sport &
recreation plans
and theatres etc

•
•
•

•

•

•

The first real test of the “Baird Model” was the Bankstown extension of the
North West Metro, Oct 2016. Three stages had been collapsed because the first
omitted the 2nd Harbour Tunnel.
Summary Business Case had 100% (110) redactions – what “Right to Know”
objects to but encourages + Minister Constance promised to release details of
expected real estate yields but was lying
Andrew Clennell wrote this up in a totally misleading way – capacity per hour
over-stated x 10, contribution to growth by infinity (almost), completely missed
the engineering catastrophes and completely erroneous underlying housing
returns
Balance and correction were refused, then and ever since
That business case was wholly illegitimate and should have been stopped, not
eulogised, the implications are massive and ongoing
This analyst happened to be staying in Katoomba when the massive 2013
bushfires broke out
The mayor of the City Council was a friend from earlier days and welcomed my
presence
There was palpable unhappiness with the Council and the Carrington
monopolists in the mainstreet and other major accommodation businesses, and
the Tourism Accommodation Association published a condemnation of a
declining industry sector
RG applied true UK Best Value methodologies to mainstreet and welfare
conditions, housing supply*, sporting and recreation planning*, theatre planning,
and council rating (through 10-year trend analyses and usual benchmarking
comparisons). A major report was circulated – ReviveBlueMountains (and
website and Facebook page). * In both cases previous reports by expert
consultants had been ignored and even misrepresented by the Council
Simon Marnie is a prominent ABC Radio presenter who was known to love the
Mountains, and when his support was sought, he said that he had alternative
sources and would stay with them. In an on-air conversation with another ABC
personality, John Hall, it was revealed that Marnie’s sources were the Carrington
monopolists
The ABC live broadcast during the fires in the Carrington’s foyer was hosted by
Marnie who took the same attitude in refusing to report Revive

•

•
•
SMH
WestConnex:
incompetent
reports on
Rozelle portals
and tunnels +
Northern
Beaches debacle

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SMH/all:
propaganda on
patronage on
Metro

•

•
See text at the
bottom – the
advisory sent to
the SMH which
they ignored

•

•
•

The consequences were that $190 million in unjustified rates were imposed on
families and small businesses; the housing and recreation plans were still ignored
(involving a higher fire risk); and the Council’s capricious theatre planning down
the Mountain continued – at too small a capacity to attract significant touring
companies. Naturally the mayor was hostile. Premier Baird refused to reverse
the rating decision and departed very quickly after
The ABC Board handled this badly as they have every published case since
Marnie has never recanted and expressed the same respect for the monopolists
during his coverage of the 2019-20 bushfires
WestConnex featured wildly-varying route, ventilation, interchange and junction
features, iA criticised iterative “business case” cycles
The DMR/RTA/RMS/whatever pigheadedly rejected Rockdale’s expert reengineering of the eastern side so as to integrate with Brereton’s Airport and
CBD linkages + move congestion off The Grand Pde + Berejiklian excluded transit
from the F6 Study = illicit, deceitful and another SMH/ABC breach of ethical
standards
RMS’s eastern Spaghetti was always infeasible and so Berejiklian found when
contractors walked away – but did she re-think? - pig’s bum she did
Baird stole the low-cost, high-effectiveness 2007 RG study and stuffed around for
9 years, adding to the misery of Labor’s broken promises
Gay, Berejiklian and Baird got into mortal danger in the Rozelle junction of
WestConnex, so they said, BINGO! “next priorities …” – tunnel and tollway to
Northern Beaches as though that would help!
Matthew O’Sullivan wrote superficial stories in Dec ’18 and Dec ’19 – did not join
the dots, did not understand / say “truth” (later story on controversy over
overhead was separate)
Now, as a consequence, Berejiklian is proceeding with the “WORST OPTION”,
ignoring better, reinforcing Turnbull/Morrison/Frydenberg rejection of
professional “re-planning” approach – future generations will spit and curse
Baird’s cruel deception has been endorsed by Abbott and Steggall, so the
Beaches will have another 10+ years of misery because politicians and journalists
have their heads up dead bandicoots’ bums
The journalist/s and Editor via Readerlink have not replied to any request for
balance, correction or positive remedies (formal proposals were never replied
to)
Early on, Jake Saulwick wrote cautionary stories including (rightly) questioning
whether the TfNSW-selected Bankstown Line should have been preferred over
the East Hills Line, and the like – NB Berejiklian destroyed democratic processes
through capturing the agency
From about 2016 the tone changed noticeably, especially with Matt O’Sullivan
taking over, so that in 2016 there was no questioning of the West Metro proposal
(and refusal to provide “balance”) and by late 2019, when metro services started
in the northern section, there was excitement about public attendance levels
The Herald refused to publish the reiteration of the Greiner 2012 BRT option, the
reality that patronage levels were very low relative to break-even so that the
annual rail subsidy/deficit was immediately doubled, and the severe implications
for the West Metro
SMH refused to cover the crisis in capacity entanglements in the CBD section,
associated with …×
SMH refused to give balance when they published a silly article on possible
separate extension of the West Metro through the CBD and out to the SydUni
precinct at Camperdown, which shows the profound stupidity of Berejiklian’s
capriciousness

•

ABC / SMH:
refusal to report
consequences of
own revelations
of Govt secrecy
& deceit

SMH: false
portrayal of
GSC’s Parramatta
tram

Refused to provide balance when Tony Shepherd made the ridiculous suggestion
that the metro be extended to Moore Park’s football precinct
• The journalist/s and Editor via Readerlink have not replied to any request for
balance, correction or positive remedies (formal proposals were never replied
to)
• The Age’s economist Peter Martin received a series of leaks over NSW’s Cabinet
considerations, including suppressed agency advices and illicit instructions to
agencies as stated on this site
• The work was done between Sydney and Melbourne Fairfax print and ABC radio
jocks
• The work covered pimples, deceit, but the principals refused to consider the
elephant – the breakdown of all due diligence under Bairdijiklian Malenomics
• Martin left Fairfax when the corporate changeover to Nine Entertainment
happened
• A further example happened when Michael Koziol wrote several stories on
Sydney, away from his expert areas
• The journalist/s and Editor via ABC Board/Readerlink have not replied to any
request for balance, correction or positive remedies (formal proposals were
never replied to)
• On December 23 ’19 Michael Koziol was thrown the hot potato in Nine
Entertainment – how to annoy Gibbons. MK had form, not once returning voice,
email or tweet messages. He proceeded but without checking facts which is a
professional requirement of a journalist. His words are in italics
• Greater Sydney Commission boss Lucy Turnbull has warned governments must
avoid the mistakes of Green Square and Leppington in a massive redevelopment of
Parramatta and Olympic Park over the coming decade.
Green Square: Turnbull’s then boss Rob Stokes manoeuvred the metro station
there, and when Clover Moore called for a tram as well, iA declared it to be
Australia’s No 1 transport priority. As I pointed out in correspondence and a major
report, it was a nonsense – UGNSW has buggered-up the planning (under Hazzard),
TfNSW had four transit schemes pointing N/S and nothing in the critical Bondi
Junction to Newtown corridor, plus iA forgot about the two heavy rail stations and
generally blundered around trying to satisfy Clover Moore, Stokes and John
Brogden.
Wrong diagnosis on Leppington: Berejiklian made the SW Rail a priority/promise
after praising the RTBU 2009 brochure on it (part of the GFC “shovel ready”
responses) and Labor had it underway – the fault for inadequate follow-up lies with
the Coalition. I made the same admonitions almost 10 years ago but was ignored.
• The commission has developed a draft "Place-based Infrastructure Compact" for
the area, which it describes as a world-leading attempt to unite 20 government
agencies and align population growth with infrastructure and service delivery.
The agencies are looking down the double-barrels of the Berejiklian/Turnbull blunderbuss. World-leading? – just like the Committee for Sydney said that GSC would be the
first coordinating agency in Sydney’s history and that “Sydney would finally have a
European style metro” when that was what was opened here from 1926. We are
used to “first time” claims by this Government which not only has no sense of history
or initiative but which suppresses mine in both respects
• The GSC estimates the Parramatta and Olympic Park precinct could add up to
95,000 new dwellings and 122,000 new jobs by 2036 under what it calls a "visionary"
growth scenario.
That means about 1,100 x 10 storey towers or 420 x 25 storey towers. That is
ridiculous. Did Koziol have any knowledge of the facts and fallacies? GSC fell
over in the same minefield of ineptitude in Canterbury-Bankstown). Koziol
mislead the readership.

•

"Let's be up-front about what is needed and when it's needed and do it the right
way at the right time."
Berejiklian and she did not listen to the North Parramatta protesters when the
two capriciously laid out a path and subsumed a heritage pub without any
legitimisation – worse than the Labor CBD Metro. Koziol implicitly condoned
this.
She and he did not say the tram will not meet the demand in respect of directions of
travel, levels of patronage and providing a choice to private passenger and trade
vehicles stabled in those apartments and places of employment (thus increasing
rather than reducing congestion).. GSC had no notion of accessibility schemes until
they pinched my critique of their useless District Plans (ref) but they haven’t changed
their tune, just the pretty picture on the cover
• Ms Turnbull said the commission was "certainly not saying 'no development or no
change' - quite the opposite". But she added: "It's really hard to do 25 things
brilliantly all at once. You're better off to focus on optimising what's already
underway."
Not if you can’t do anything brilliantly and the things you’ve done are simply dumb and
cannot be “optimised” past catastrophe
• Both the commission and the business chamber were enthusiastic about the second
stage of the Parramatta light rail, which would extend to Olympic Park the line that
is currently planned for Westmead to Carlingford. Construction on stage one begins
next month.
Enthusiastic? – they could hardly admit it’s their greatest blunder. The project was
always more than $1 billion under-funded; and the following text shows that the
voluntary contributions and value capture yields were never going to happen. The
project will not cover its costs and will increase the annual rail deficit just as the
Metro does (to the tune of 19/20th of its costs).
• But there are growing expectations the state government will kybosh that part
of the project after it slashed the number of staff working on the plan, as the
Herald revealed in August.
Revealed? The Herald refused to cover the real truth of the situation although they and
the ABC gave a little attention to the North Parramatta protesters.
Here are some additional notes to show what Koziol should have known as I
provided it to the SMH at the time (fact checking)
The SMH “Light rail link to Green Square among nation’s top priorities” on 17 Feb ’16:
• The Turnbull government's top infrastructure adviser has put the need for better
transport links between Sydney's CBD and Green Square among the country's top
infrastructure priorities…. In heaping pressure on state and federal
governments….
• The government adviser has named as a top priority the need for a "high-capacity,
rapid transport link which could be bus or light rail" between the CBD and the
"unserved parts of the area"… the link could eventually be extended further to
Mascot, Rosebery, Sydney Airport and Port Botany. Until July, the City of Sydney
Council had found little government support for its repeated calls for a tram line
through the area. Infrastructure Australia chairman Mark Birrell said NSW was best
placed of any of the states to complete transport projects because it had pursued
reforms such as electricity privatisation.
• To which I replied:
• It may be “top” of a house of cards. Sad but true, iA forgot to mention 2 rail
stations when it said “unserved”, it is CBD-centric. It refused to revise after that
blunder was pointed out. Southern extensions bely off/on Anzac Metro. No link
to east, no acknowledgement sighted of east/west congestion especially the
critical path from/to Bondi Junction/Randwick and Newtown

•

•

•

SMH: false
reports on Port
of Newcastle
container crisis

•
•

•

•

Then-Fairfax
Illawarra
Mercury on Port
Kembla etc

•
•
•
•
•

“Little government support” was reversed by vulnerability during the
greyhounds fiasco as well as revelations of how far John Brogden’s UGNSW had
pushed densification – but the capacity/load issue was dealt with as a PR blitz,
not an engineering challenge
CoS covers half of Newtown, their map had Railways omitted, walking distances
are not mentioned. Bus or light rail should not have been pre-selected without
consideration of all options including cycleways, PRT and moving walkways - in
line with iA’s first and greatest Chairman, Sir Rod Eddington’s then principles.
iA’s CEO Birrell was wrong as was often the case – his “fully funded” compared
with $15.9 billion actual in proceeds Vs $100 b committed = NSW is worst placed
because it is incompetent.
On July 9 ’19 Tom Rabe published “NSW government rebuffs inquiry
recommendations” which repeated the canard that Baird’s secret port levy was
stopping Newcastle’s container terminal
This was after I had published twice in the Newcastle Herald and appeared on
ABC Newcastle radio, and set up www.thinkinglogicallogistics.info, saying PON’s
chairman, Roy Green, was bullshitting albeit Baird’s/Gaetjens’ scheme
contravened every principle of economics and probity
The precursors to Rabe showed his attitude was part of cultural misalignment:
o Matt Wade 11 Apr ’18: complete acceptance of Green’s lies
o Ross Gittins 12 Dec ’18: the confidential deal makes a container port in
Newcastle uneconomic + crap about PON’s Alpha Beta study (catchment
etc)
o Matt Wade 12 Dec ’18: ACCC on levy and Deloittes rubbish about
“economics”, uncritical
o MOS 12 Dec ’18: unwinding ports deal would produce compensation, no
mention reality of land transport capacity constraint
o Jenny Wiggins AFR e.g. 18 Sept ’18: Qube will improve Port Botany and
Moorebank, is a game changer – neither true
This is an example of atrocious misdirection of State and general perceptions and
must be condemned.
Refusal to report defects of SWIRL Report
Severe constraints on Maldon-Dombarton line – unable to support coal and
container traffic + unable to carry freight and passenger services
Insufficient attention to Illawarra’s 2020 passenger and 2031 coal transport
capacity crises
No attention to absolute smashing of inter-regional services due to the WS City
Deal – also neutering of re-balancing employment from east to west to reduce
structural congestion
Lack of economics of Berejiklian’s mad extremely long NW tunnel from Maldon

Knowledge of economics is taken for granted in current management and media circles; but the lack of
recognition of economic warning signs implies that the assumption is unjustified. A real example was work
I did in RailCorp on the Anzac Metro where the project manager (later CEO, Berejiklian’s very special boy)
had to be tutored in even elementary economic logic.
The “expert” Fairfax tabloid, the AFR, and the Australian, Murdoch’s flagship, have not carried one report
on the possibly disastrous technological climacteric that Sydney is going through – from the points of view
of freight, ports, transit, airports, land use, population growth and distribution, of economic sustainability,
and so on.
Warning signs? The NW Metro has just opened with the urban and transport people in the Sydney media,
especially the SMH, waxing lyrical over the crowd numbers in the opening week, at about 80,000 per day.

They completely missed the obvious factor – considering the Herald had reported on it in 2008 - that the
only independent benefit/cost study of the NW Metro found it was not viable.
Add to that, the last new rail line in Sydney that can be measured as an entity (and not hidden in gross
RailCorp numbers) was Bruce Baird’s Airport Rail Link which achieved insolvency in world record time – 6
months.
The SMH reporters (Americans call such scribbling “stenographic journalism”) also broke every rule in the
transport economists’ bible by looking at the segment and not the whole and not the capital assessment
parameters. The difference is, a capital cost of say $7 billion is really $20+ billion, with extensive sections of
unproductive and very expensive sections in deep tunnels.
Not viable? The finance cost alone requires about 1,034,400 passengers per day, to break-even. (This is
based on a standard bankers’ reducing balance calculator. It’s not funny that the most destructive policymakers in Sydney’s transport history were, all three, bankers.)
Economics gives us a further pointer in the form of “opportunity” or “economic” costs. The alternative
investment option was set out in iNSW’s SIS in 2012 – a BRT system until passengers and population
numbers grew to viable levels, if they ever did. BRT would have advantages such as flexible and wider
routes, variable operational capacity, and potential to grow with autonomous control systems.
BRT costs are known within just broad parameters as road and land patterns vary dramatically between
cities and corridors. It’s safe to assume the capital cost would have not exceeded $1 billion which would
have a commensurate break-even target of 51,700 passengers per day.
Note that that is about 1/20th of the metro requirement. It is lower than current usage and would have had
significant PR advantage if the right vehicles and “station” designs were used. (That is the model I wrote
for the Northern Beaches for Mike Baird MP in 2008.)
If the Herald had any journalistic oomph left after the distant departure of The Thunderer, HG Kippax, they
would have reported that the NW Metro had set a new world record for insolvency.
Regrettably, that is a story that is being repeated across port, freight, tram, tollroad, regional and fast rail,
and airport planning.
This is a generation of economic dunderheads, politicians and journalists alike.
“Tin Soldiers” are political appointees (or intimidated captives) in key advisory and surveillance posts
whose primary characteristic is unquestioning obedience to the wishes of the ruling elite. They deny
information to the community and refuse to consider reforms and initiatives.
Primary examples are:
• Ministers and MPs who are bound by Party rules and chose not to represent their electoral
commitments to “serve the community”
• Heads of Treasury and Infrastructure
agencies including Transport, water, energy and land development, notably Gaetjens and Kennedy in the
Bubble and Staples in NSW
•

Boards of such agencies extending across State and Federal jurisdictions

•

Embedded lobbyists, journalists and academics.

Baird and Berejiklian, with O’Farrell’s gazing on, changed Treasury and central agency arrangements so as
to smash through community resistance on the basis that Not-in-my-Backyard (NIMBY) communities were
impeding progress. His Treasury head, Philip Gaetgens, who has moved from heading the national Treasury

to be boss of Prime Minister’s and Cabinet, departed just before the Sydney Morning Herald passed
judgement on the mayhem:
Jacob Saulwick, “Baird’s public transport bonanza – big on promises, light on business cases” (SMH
5 October 2015) ~
... what will certainly emerge as an issue for the Baird government, is a general tendency to
confuse marketing spiel for analysis. That's not a huge problem if you're producing brochures
for internal consumption; it's more of an issue when you're spending billions on city-shaping
projects. ... there has been a bizarre and brazen refusal to justify, explain, and open to
scrutiny, public transport projects.
But at the same time, the failure to produce analyses of the many options and alternatives in
building these projects is only becoming more apparent and more jarring.
The Sydney Morning Herald pursued the same line from the time of departure of Sean Nicholls and
apparent progressive sidelining of Jake Saulwick. Three journalists featured but others chimed in as the
editors tried to build multi-pointed attacks, especially on the Port of Newcastle’s false claims re its
container terminal potential.
The Australian governmental system has no outcome-based Performance Indicators or measuring sticks
over time:

Electoral

Communications

Taxation

Effectiveness

Symptoms
Voters pick a party/candidate then find cross-party
collusion. A 2005 ABC TV Stateline expose highlighted
waste which forced economies but 2010 changes saw
regression. Community is given “options” which reflect
management values with misleading platitudes –
amounting to “pointless consultation”. Tourism,
economic and like are delegated with only partial
accountability, with boards producing political
announcements but not successful strategies.
Main perceived issues are at the back of survey reports and
not included in the pre-formatting of topics. Definitions
and classifications change between years, breaking
continuity. Leading citizens take no role in articulating
community needs due to cynicism.
Taxes have risen out of relationship to services, and
incidence differences have been extreme between cities,
towns and villages.
Budgets use activity KPIs, not outcomes, reflecting
managerial “needs”, and this cascades down into all other
processes. Housing affordability, tourism growth,
employment growth, reduced commuting by road and rail
and provision of social support etc are not included. State
agencies have provided $350,000 for a beer vat, tables and
chairs, glassware and cutlery etc for one preferred
restaurant’s setup which will compete with near nonsubsidised competitors.

Solutions
Legislate to increase
local accountability (UK
Localism), create
misuse of public office
penalties, and enforce
skills in community
engagement
processes.

Impose an
independent audit
bureau on councils and
agencies that are in
crisis, to separate
managerial from
community interests
and help government
to set outcome-based
KPIs.
Fund an independent
policy, strategy and
performance
measurement unit in
each region, with a
budget for
engagement.

The Governor of the Reserve Bank has been on the “just spend” bandwagon for some 6 years and not once
listened to wiser words. A great macroeconomist he might be, or mot, but he is no infrastructure expert at
all.
See further - the ideologues push “fast rail” when there is no professional analysis and where my Mandurah
model has been rejected by the ACT Government, iA, iNSW, the Border Mail, McCormack and others – but
YES – accepted and understood by Tim Fischer. False mirages from the CSIRO through to Albanese and to
CLARA have broken county hearts. 13 projects “included” in Federal and NSW Budgets came to nothing, as
predicted, except for the consultants’ gravy train.
Previous sections show that the best ideas are rejected and the adopted ones are based on capricious
“backroom” deals: the public interest has been lost while
•

the Property Council

•

Infrastructure Australia

•

Infrastructure Partnerships Australia (where Eddington has gone from gamekeeper to poacher)

•

the Urban Development Industry

•

the Urban Development Taskforce

•

the Committee for Sydney and the

•

NSW Business Chamber (where I’ve worked 3 times in the better days)

are encrusted around the pipelines of power & influence.
The National Cabinet was tied to Gaetjen’s apron strings from the beginning and minutes have not leaked
so we have to assume they failed to address a positive way of the crisis. So in addition to the policy and
process improvements outlined in the website downloads, here is an initiative to make national Budget
decisionmaking more relevant (it includes aspects I introduced in the State Government to the praise of the
then head of Treasury, Professor Percy Allan):
•

update reports and community-based data series (with ABS etc) which will guide "targetting" spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing well (in document)

•

a special advisory panel, Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the NCC
under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME activities across
various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW I based monthly reports
on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line items will be critical

•

a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial outlook", this to
get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly inputs to the full, engaging
councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and the Budgets on the current proper
6/12-month basis

•

active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure probity
(better than JobKeeper's).

The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might well be
improved through agency and community engagement.
The Prime Minister’s urban team (was) taking a modified UK process called “city deal” around Australia as
part of a "very big change" in the federal government's relationship with the (NSW) government when it came
to the investment in cities”. The Western Sydney one commenced in October ’16, and was leaked on 23
February ’18 as being based on a very big rail line stretching from Campbelltown and the Southwest link to
the Main West line at St Marys via the new Badgerys airport, and costing almost $35 billion.

That planning and consultation process took 72 weeks and the answer was in accordance with many
opinions, especially in local government (building on the Government’s promises before the State 2012
election).
One week later the decision was announced: no more southwest, now the line will come from the
northwest! It will go nowhere near the second CBD, Parramatta. In 1/72nds of the timeflow, a major
change happened – how extraordinary, how and why?
There was no explanation of costs, anticipated timelines, operational and community benefits, route or
land impacts. In particular, the cost was now $7 billion for stage 1 (NW). Was that a miracle, or mistake?
The “elephant in the room” that the Governments are hiding is the option of upgrading the Main West to
40,000 passengers per hour as Nick Greiner’s Infrastructure NSW said on the basis of expert opinions, as
did Ron Christie, former Coordinator-General of Rail, in effect.
I have suggested that if that is continued to the new airport, that would give Badgerys the best transit
system in the world (with special carriages, one hopes), as well as being faster, cheaper and more effective
than the goat track from Campbelltown.
The Governments are going through shadow-boxing on mainline options but as Berejiklian has overcommitted promises by more than $80 billion and scraped every possible cent from line budgets for her
beloved metros, don’t hold your breath on Stage 2 (SW) either.
There is no guarantee that the City Plan has the best or even second best option or that the Governments
and local government can plan sophisticated infrastructure and land use planning.
The Grattan Institute has reviewed the dreadful level of waste in Sydney and proposed that politicians be
divorced from planning-to-project cycles.
Kennedy was part of all of the three crisis and I have valued the “cost “ of his work in Western Sydney as
(a loss of) $100 billion. He has not contested that.

